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Canine helps
sniff out invasive
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hitching ride on
boat. A3

Volunteer
reserve deputy
sheriff retires
after 22 years
of service. A3
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NBA FINALS

An MVP-caliber
display at Oracle
GAME 2: WARRIORS 122, CAVALIERS 103

Debris
truck
skipped
scrutiny
Report on February’s
fiery crash says driver
didn’t get inspection

Curry sets record for 3-pointers as Warriors inch closer to title

By JULIE JOHNSON

By PHIL BARBER

The driver of a runaway
dump truck that crashed into
traffic as it carried fire debris
down a Fountaingrove hill —
paralyzing a Santa Rosa woman
and injuring six others — was
responsible for the fiery wreck
because he failed to maintain
working brakes, Santa Rosa police officials said Sunday.
Driver Francisco Alberto
Rodriguez, 45, of Sunnyvale
skipped a routine inspection of
the truck before he set out early Feb. 5 to begin hauling debris
from burned home sites to the
dump, Santa Rosa Police Sgt.
Chad Heiser said.
Police officials Sunday announced the completion of the
department’s four-month investigation into the 10-vehicle
crash, which found the driver
committed a vehicle code violation for failing to maintain
brakes in good working order,
an infraction that brings fines
but no jail time. Heiser said they
found no criminal negligence,
but the Sonoma County District
Attorney’s Office will review the
report to determine if there was
any criminal violation.
“It’s more of a civil liability
issue than a criminal issue,”
Heiser said Sunday. “It’s an ac-
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The NBA Finals are
headed to Cleveland.
Will they make it back
to Northern California?
The Warriors solidified their grip on
another NBA title — it
would be their third
in four years — with a
122-103 victory against
the Cavaliers in Game 2
at Oracle Arena on
Sunday night. Golden
State led wire-to-wire,
and pulled away in the
fourth quarter behind
Stephen Curry’s electric shooting.
Curry scored
33 points and set an
NBA Finals record with
nine 3-pointers, while
backcourt mate Klay
Thompson shook off
an ankle injury to add
20 points in 33 minutes. The Warriors as
a group shot 57.3 percent from the field
and 41.7 percent from
3-point range. LeBron
James scored 29 and
was one rebound short
of a triple double, but
the rest of the Cavaliers
cast was unable to provide enough firepower
to make a difference.
The question now is
whether Cleveland can
regroup to win at least
one game at home.
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Golden State Warriors guard Stephen Curry celebrates hitting a three-pointer against the Cleveland
Cavaliers on Sunday at Oracle Arena. The Warriors defeated the Cavaliers 122-103.

INSIDE The Warriors defense hounded LeBron and made him work, Phil Barber writes / B1

For rival ex-mayors, is past prelude?
VOTE 2018 » Records
hint how Villaraigosa,
Newsom might govern
By PHIL WILLON
AND SEEMA MEHTA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

LOS ANGELES — The whiff
of rivalry arrived almost as
soon as Gavin Newsom and
Antonio Villaraigosa ascended
to lead California’s two most
famed cities.
As the youthful mayor of
San Francisco, Newsom quickly rose to national prominence
with his push to legalize samesex marriage in 2004. A year later, Villaraigosa personified the
long-awaited rise of Latino political power when he took office
as mayor of Los Angeles.
Each took on some of the
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most intractable issues confronting their
cities with such
an abundance
of confidence
and
affinity
for the spotlight that their
Gavin
showdown for
Newsom
California govLieutenant
ernor seemed
governor was
all but inevitapreviously San
ble.
Francisco mayor.
Their work
as mayor provides voters with
the best glimpse of how they
could govern California if elected in November, revealing how
each responded when faced
with the worst fiscal crisis since
the Great Depression, violent
crime, homelessness and calls
to improve public education.
But “it’s not clear from their
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experiences
that
they’re
going to have
any magic solutions,” said UC
Riverside political scientist
Karthick
Ramakrishnan,
Antonio
adding that the
Villaraigosa
bigger question
Was elected as
is how either
Los Angeles’ first
would
work
Latino mayor in
with the Legis2005.
lature — especially if the economy sours.
Villaraigosa swept into office
in 2005 as a political cause celebre — the first Latino elected
mayor of Los Angeles in more
than a century. He appeared on
the cover of Newsweek magazine under the headline “Latino
Power” — a label loaded with
promise and pressure.

Study:
Fewer
need
chemo

New findings could
spare thousands of
women from effects
By DENISE GRADY
NEW YORK TIMES

He would go on to deliver
some substantial achievements
during his two terms as mayor.
Hundreds of new police officers
were put on the street, and violent crime plummeted, with the
number of annual homicides in
the city dropping from 489 in his
first year in office to 251 in his
last. The city’s Department of
Water and Power shifted from
coal-fired power plants to wind
and solar, and the urban revival of Hollywood and downtown
Los Angeles infused the city
with a dose of young energy.
In 2008, Villaraigosa helped
win voter passage of a $35-billion transportation package for
mass transit projects, including the “subway to the sea” he
promised in his 2005 campaign.
The effort will have an indelible

Many women with early-stage breast cancer who
would receive chemotherapy
under current standards do not
actually need it, according to a
major international study that
is expected to quickly change
medical treatment.
“We can spare thousands and
thousands of women from getting toxic treatment that really
wouldn’t benefit them,” said Dr.
Ingrid Mayer, from Vanderbilt
University Medical Center, an
author of the study. “This is
very powerful. It really changes
the standard of care.”
The study found that gene
tests on tumor samples were
able to identify women who
could safely skip chemotherapy
and take only a drug that blocks
the hormone estrogen or stops
the body from making it. The
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VOLCANO ERUPTS IN GUATEMALA: Ash

clouds, lava flows send thousands fleeing;
7 confirmed killed, more missing / A8
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